A canopy support is movable relative to a juvenile seat to raise and lower a canopy with respect to the seat. The canopy support includes a hub mount on each side of the seat, an arched canopy frame, and a hub mount ring for connecting each end of the arched canopy frame to one of the hubs. Each hub mount ring is configured to interact with its companion hub to retain the arched canopy frame in a selected position relative to the seat.
CANOPY ASSEMBLY FOR JUVENILE SEAT

[0001] This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 119(e) to U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/234,481, filed Sep. 22, 2000, which is expressly incorporated by reference herein.

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to a canopy, and particularly, to a canopy used with a juvenile seat. More particularly, the present invention relates to a canopy and canopy frame used with an infant or juvenile seat.

[0003] Canopies are used with infant or juvenile seats to protect a child from inclement weather conditions, such as hot sun, wind, rain, and snow. Canopies for juvenile seats frequently are positioned over the juvenile seat to cover at least a child's head and upper torso from such weather conditions. Since weather can change frequently and unexpectedly, it is desirable to have a canopy assembly having some components already coupled to the juvenile seat, the remaining components attaching rapidly to provide a protective cover for the child.

[0004] According to the present disclosure, a juvenile seat unit includes a seat and a canopy support movable relative to the seat to raise and lower a canopy with respect to the seat. The canopy support includes a hub coupled to each side of the seat and a hub mount ring anchored to each of the hubs to rotate about a hub axis associated therewith.

[0005] An arched canopy frame is included in the juvenile seat unit and is coupled to the hub mount rings to rotate therewith. An interface between at least one of the hubs and its companion hub mount ring provides means for releasably retaining the arched canopy frame in a fixed position relative to the seat selected by the user so that a canopy carried on the canopy support can be retained in a selected position relative to the seat.

[0006] Each hub mount ring is formed to include an inner edge defining a circular aperture receiving one of the hubs therein. Each hub mount ring is able to rotate about its companion hub as the arched canopy frame is moved by a user to a selected position.

[0007] In preferred embodiments, the interface between each hub and its companion hub mount ring is established by peripherally spaced-apart, radially outwardly extending teeth on the hub and radially inwardly extending teeth on the hub mount ring. The hub mount ring teeth mate with the hub teeth to retain the arched canopy frame in a fixed position relative to the seat at the option of the user.

[0008] Each hub mount rim includes first and second C-shaped sections arranged to extend around one of the hubs provided on the side of the seat. The first C-shaped section of each hub mount ring is coupled to the arched canopy frame. Two extensible accordion links are included in each hub mount ring and arranged to interconnect the first and second C-shaped sections so that those sections can move relative to one another.

[0009] The canopy support preferably includes two arched canopy frames that cooperate to support the canopy over the seat when the canopy is raised and alongside the seat when the canopy is lowered. Thus, two hub mount rings are anchored to each of the hubs. A first of the arched canopy frames is coupled to a first pair of the hub mount rings and a second of the arched canopy frames is coupled to a second pair of the hub mount rings so that each arched canopy frame can be rotated about an axis extending through the hubs (relative to the seat and to the other arched canopy frame) to raise and lower the canopy.

[0010] Features of the invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon consideration of the following detailed description of preferred embodiments exemplifying the best mode of carrying out the invention as presently perceived.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The detailed description particularly refers to the accompanying figures in which:

[0012] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a juvenile seat unit including a seat, a canopy made of fabric (shown in phantom), and a canopy support including two arched canopy frames (shown in phantom) coupled to hub mount rings mounted to rotate on hubs provided on either side of a seat, and showing a carrying handle that can be mounted on the hubs to retain the hub mount rings thereon;

[0013] FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the juvenile seat unit of FIG. 1 (taken from another angle) showing the carrying handle in a lowered position alongside the rear of the seat;

[0014] FIG. 3 is an enlarged perspective view of a portion of the canopy support of FIGS. 1 and 2 showing an arched canopy frame and a hub mount ring coupled to each end of the arched canopy frame and showing that each hub mount ring includes a first C-shaped section carrying a frame support (or neck) coupled to one end of the arched canopy frame, a second C-shaped section, and a pair of extensible accordion links arranged to interconnect the two C-shaped sections to form an aperture sized to receive one of the hubs provided on the side of the seat therein;

[0015] FIG. 4 is a perspective view similar to FIG. 3 showing one of the hubs provided on the side of the seat, four hub mounting rings, two arched canopy frames for supporting a fabric canopy over the seat, and spaced-apart distal ends of the carrying handle, and showing eight radially outwardly extending teeth on the hub and a toothed section including a plurality of radially inwardly extending teeth on an inner edge of each first C-shaped section of the four illustrated hub mounting rings;

[0016] FIG. 5 is an enlarged side elevation view of the hub and two of the hub mounting rings shown in FIG. 4 showing that each hub mounting ring includes an inner edge sized to define a hub-receiving aperture and showing that the inner edge on the second C-shaped section is provided with a smooth peripheral segment of smooth surface for movement over the hub teeth (during rotation of the hub mounting ring about the hub axis) and that the inner edge on the first C-shaped section is provided with a toothed peripheral segment including the radially inwardly extending teeth;

[0017] FIG. 6 is an elevation view similar to FIG. 5 showing that the radially inwardly extending teeth on the hub mount rings mate with the radially outwardly extending teeth on the hub to retain each hub mount ring and arched
canopy frame in a fixed position relative to the seat selected by a user so that a canopy carried on the canopy support can be retained in a selected position relative to the seat;

[0018] FIG. 7 is a side elevation of the juvenile seat unit of FIGS. 1 and 2 showing the canopy in a partly raised position and showing that portions of the hub mount rings are trapped between a first side of the seat and a distal end of the carrying handle coupled to the hub provided on the first side of the seat;

[0019] FIG. 8 is a sectional view taken along line 8-8 of FIG. 7;

[0020] FIGS. 9 and 10 are enlarged perspective views of one distal end of the arched canopy frames shown in FIG. 3;

[0021] FIGS. 11 and 12 are enlarged perspective views of the distal end of the frame supports included in the hub mounting rings shown in FIG. 3;

[0022] FIG. 13 is a perspective view showing a distal end of a canopy support frame coupled to a distal end of a frame support included in a hub mounting ring;

[0023] FIG. 14 is a view similar to FIG. 13 showing a reverse side of the coupled distal ends;

[0024] FIG. 15 is a sectional view taken along line 15-15 of FIG. 13; and

[0025] FIG. 16 is a view similar to FIG. 15 showing movement of a locking tab to release a locked connection between the distal end of the arched canopy frame in a canopy support and the distal end of the support frame in a hub mount ring.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026] A juvenile seat unit 10 includes a seat 12 having a seat back 11 and seat bottom 13, a canopy 14, a canopy support 16, and a carrying handle 18 as shown, for example, in FIGS. 1 and 2. Canopy support 16 is adapted to carry canopy 14 and is coupled to seat 12 to raise and lower canopy 14 with respect to seat 12. Canopy 14 is raised by moving canopy 14 away from seat back 11 in direction 15 and lowered by moving canopy 14 toward seat back 11 in direction 17.

[0027] The canopy support 16 includes a left hub 20 coupled to a left side 22 of seat 12 as shown in FIG. 1 and a right hub 24 coupled to a right side 26 of seat 12 as shown in FIG. 2. Canopy support 16 further includes two hub mount rings 28, 30 mounted for rotation on left hub 20 about hub axis 25, and two hub mount rings 32, 34 mounted for rotation on right hub 24 about hub axis 25. Canopy support 16 also includes a first arched canopy frame 36 coupled to hub mount rings 28, 32 to rotate therewith and a second arched canopy frame 38 coupled to hub mount rings 30, 34 to rotate therewith about hub axis 25.

[0028] Carrying handle 18 includes a left arm 40, a right arm 42, and a grip handle 44 interconnecting the left and right arms 40, 42 as shown, for example, in FIGS. 1, 2, 4, and 8. A first handle support 46 is provided on a distal end of left arm 40 and adapted to be mounted for rotation on left hub 20. Likewise, a second handle support 48 is provided on a distal end of right arm 42 and adapted to be mounted for rotation on right hub 24. Handle supports 46, 48 function to support carrying handle 18 for rotation about hub axis 25 from a storage position alongside seat back 11 as shown in FIG. 2 to a use position above seat 12 as shown in FIG. 7. Handle supports 46, 48 also cooperate to provide means for blocking removal of hub mount rings 28, 30, 32, 34 from hubs 20, 24 in the manner shown, for example, in FIGS. 7 and 8.

[0029] Referring now to FIG. 3, each of hub mount rings 28, 32 includes first and second C-shaped sections 50, 52 and first and second extensible accordion links 54, 56. A frame support or neck 57 included in arched canopy frame 56 has an inner end 58 coupled to first C-shaped section 50 and an outer end 59 adapted to be coupled to a central frame member 110. FIGS. 3, 7 and central frame member 110 are described in more detail below. In the illustrated embodiment, neck 57 and first C-shaped section 50 cooperate to define an “inverted” Y-shaped member 51. C-shaped sections 50, 52 extensible accordion links 54, 56, and neck 57 are also included in hub mount rings 28, 30, 32, 34 as shown, for example, in FIG. 4.

[0030] Extensible accordion links 54, 56 cooperate to allow movement of each first C-shaped section 50 relative to its companion second C-shaped section 52. As shown, for example, in FIGS. 3 and 4, one end of each first C-shaped section 50 is coupled to one end of a companion second C-shaped section 52 by a first extensible link 54, and another end of each first C-shaped section 50 is coupled to another end of a companion second C-shaped section 52 by a second extensible link 56. Each of links 54, 56 is made of an elastic material and is thus able to stretch and contract along its length so that companion C-shaped sections 50, 52 included in each of hub mount rings 28, 30, 32, 34 can move toward and away from one another.

[0031] Each of hub mount rings 28, 30, 32, 34 includes an inner edge defining a circular aperture 60 sized to receive one of the canopy support hubs 20, 24 therein as suggested, for example, in FIG. 4 and also in FIGS. 1 and 2. An outer edge of each hub mount ring 28, 30, 32, 34 includes edge 62 on first C-shaped section 50 and edge 66 on the companion second C-shaped section 52.

[0032] A toothed peripheral segment 64 including a plurality of radially inwardly extending teeth 65 is provided on the inner edge 62 of first C-shaped section 50 as shown, for example, in FIGS. 3 and 4. The toothed peripheral segment 64 is arcuate and subtends an angle 63 of about 115 degrees as shown in FIG. 5.

[0033] A smooth peripheral segment 68 including a smooth surface 69 is provided on the inner edge 66 of second C-shaped section 52. The smooth peripheral segment 68 is arcuate and subtends an angle 67 of about 180 degrees as shown in FIG. 5.

[0034] Each canopy support hub 20, 24 includes a cylindrical wall 70 having a diameter sized to fit into aperture 60 formed in each hub mount ring 28, 30, 32, 34 so that each of rings 28, 30, 32, 34 can be mounted on one of canopy support hubs 20, 24 to rotate about the hub axis 25. Each hub 20, 24 further includes a plurality of peripherally spaced-apart, radially outwardly extending hub teeth 72 on cylindrical wall 70 as shown, for example, in FIGS. 4-6.

[0035] As suggested, for example, in FIG. 6, the radially inwardly extending teeth 65 in the toothed peripheral segment 64 of each hub mount ring 28, 30, 32, 34 engage the hub teeth 72 on one of hubs 20, 24 to retain the hub mount rings 28, 30, 32, 34 in selected fixed positions relative to hubs 20, 24. This causes the arched canopy frames 36, 38, which frames 36, 38 are coupled to the hub mount rings 28, 30, 32, 34, to be retained in selected fixed positions relative
to seat 12 so as to establish a position of the canopy 14 carried on the arched canopy frames 36, 38 relative to the seat.

[0036] By rotating the hub mount rings 28, 30, 32, 34 about the hub axis 25 relative to the hubs 20, 24, the radially inwardly extending teeth 65 in the toothed peripheral segment 64 of each hub mount ring 28, 30, 32, 34 ratchet or otherwise move relative to hub teeth 72 on hubs 20, 24 to enable a user to move the arched canopy frames 36, 38 about hub axis 25 and thereby raise and lower canopy 14 with respect to seat 12. Such ratcheting movement is facilitated by extension and contraction of the extensible accordion links 54, 56 provided to couple the C-shaped sections 50, 52 for relative movement to one another in each hub mount ring 28, 30, 32, 34.

[0037] First extensible link 54 is defined by a first V-shaped slot 80 positioned to interrupt smooth surfaces on edges 62, 66 of C-shaped sections 50, 52 and a first W-shaped slot 82 positioned to interrupt an outer peripheral edge 84 of C-shaped sections 50, 52. Second extensible link 56 is defined by a second V-shaped slot 81 positioned to interrupt smooth surfaces on edges 62, 66 of C-shaped sections and a second W-shaped slot 83 positioned to interrupt outer peripheral edge 84. The pair of extensible accordion links 54, 56 in each hub mount ring 28, 30, 32, 34 are arranged to lie in spaced-apart relation to one another to interrupt the inner edge in two spaced-apart places associated with the location of the extensible accordion links 54, 56 as shown, for example, in FIGS. 3-5.

[0038] As shown best in FIGS. 7 and 8, second handle support 48 of carrying handle 18 is coupled to hub 24 and arranged to provide means for blocking removal of hub mount rings 28, 30 from hub 24. In the illustrated embodiment, handle support 48 includes a sleeve 90 that extends into an opening bounded by cylindrical wall 70 and an annular flange 92 extending radially outwardly from sleeve 90 to engage a rim 93 provided on hub mount ring 28 so that hub mount rings 28, 30 are trapped (yet rotatable about hub axis 25) between left side 22 of seat 12 and annular flange 92.

[0039] Referring now to FIGS. 3 and 4, each arched canopy frame 36, 38 includes a central frame member 110 having opposite distal ends 112, 114 and a neck 57 coupled to a companion hub mount ring 28, 30, 32, 34 to rotate therewith about hub axis 25. One connector 116 is provided to connect distal end 112 of central frame member 110 to the neck 57 coupled to hub mount ring 28 and another connector 116 is provided to connect distal end 114 of central frame member 110 to the neck 57 coupled to hub mount ring 30 as shown in FIG. 3.

[0040] Each connector 116 includes a locking tab 120 provided on neck 57 and a tab-receiving aperture 122 provided in one of distal ends 112, 114 and sized to receive a locking tab 120 therein as shown, for example, in FIGS. 9-16. The outer end 59 of each neck 57 is formed to include an opening 124 and the locking tab 120 is cantilevered to outer end 59 to lie in opening 124 and move relative to outer end 59 to engage and disengage tab-receiving aperture 122 as shown, for example, in FIGS. 15 and 16. Locking tab 120 includes a cantilevered body 126 coupled to outer end 59 and a head 128 appended to cantilevered body 126 and sized to fit into tab-receiving aperture 122.

[0041] Each distal end 112, 114 of central frame member 110 also includes a chamber 130 having an opening 132 and being sized to receive outer end 59 of a companion neck 57 therein as shown, for example, in FIGS. 9-16. Once inserted into chamber 130, locking tab 120 will move automatically to cause head 128 of tab 120 to fit into tab-receiving aperture 122. Ramp 134 on head 128 will cam an edge 136 on distal end 114 to deflect head 128 until it moves relative to distal end 114 to a position where it will snap into tab-receiving aperture 122 to establish a releasable connection between neck 57 and distal end 114 during movement of outer end 59 into chamber 130. Manual movement of head 128 to “break” that releasable connection between neck 57 and distal end 114 of central frame member 110 is shown in FIG. 16.

[0042] Although the invention has been described in detail with reference to certain preferred embodiments, variations and modifications exist within the scope and spirit of the invention as described and defined in the following claims.

1. A juvenile seat unit comprising

a seat adapted to receive a juvenile therein and

a canopy support adapted to carry a canopy and coupled to the seat for movement relative to the seat to raise and lower a canopy with respect to the seat, the canopy support including a pair of hubs coupled to the seat, a first pair of hub mount rings, each hub mount ring anchored to one of the hubs for rotation about a hub axis, an arched canopy frame coupled to the pair of hub mount rings to rotate therewith, each hub mount ring being formed to include an inner edge defining a circular aperture receiving said one of the hubs therein to permit rotation of the hub mount rings relative to the hubs about the hub axes as the arched canopy frame is moved by a user to a selected position, and means for releasably retaining the arched canopy frame in a fixed position relative to the seat selected by a user so that a canopy carried on the canopy support can be retained in a selected position relative to the seat.

2. The unit of claim 1, further comprising means for blocking removal of the hub mount rings from the hubs.

3. The unit of claim 2, further comprising a carrying handle coupled to the hubs for rotation about the hub axes and formed to include the blocking means.

4. The unit of claim 2, further comprising a second pair of hub mount rings, each hub mount ring in the second pair being anchored to one of the hubs for rotation about a hub axis and relative to an adjacent one of the hub mount rings in the first pair, and wherein the blocking means is coupled to the hubs to block removal of every hub mount ring from the hubs.

5. The unit of claim 2, wherein the arched canopy frame includes a central frame member, a neck permanently appended to each hub mount ring to rotate therewith, and a connector configured to connect each neck to the central frame member to support the central frame member for rotation about the hub axis relative to the seat and to release the central frame member for separation from the neck.

6. The unit of claim 5, wherein the central frame member includes opposite distal ends, each distal end is formed to include a tab-receiving aperture, each connector includes a locking tab provided on the neck for movement relative to the link to extend into the tab-receiving aperture formed in the central frame member.

7. The unit of claim 1, wherein the retaining means includes peripherally spaced-apart, radially outwardly extending hub teeth on at least one of the hubs and the inner
edge of a hub mount ring associated with the at least one of the hubs is provided with a smooth peripheral segment of smooth surface for movement over the hub teeth.

8. The unit of claim 7, wherein the retaining means further includes a toothed peripheral segment of radially inwardly extending teeth on the inner edge of the hub mount ring associated with the at least one of the hubs for releasably engaging the hub teeth to retain the arched canopy frame in a fixed position relative to the seat.

9. The unit of claim 8, wherein the toothed peripheral segment is arcuate to subtend an angle of about 115 degrees and the smooth peripheral segment is arcuate to subtend an angle of about 180 degrees.

10. The unit of claim 8, wherein the hub mount ring associated with the at least one of the hubs further includes a pair of extensible accordion links arranged to lie in spaced-apart relation to one another to bifurcate the inner edge of said hub mount ring into a first section containing the toothed peripheral segment and a first portion of the smooth peripheral segment and a second section containing a second portion of the smooth peripheral segment.

11. The unit of claim 7, wherein the hub mount ring associated with the at least one of the hubs is formed to include an outer peripheral edge, a first V-shaped slot positioned to interrupt the smooth surface, and a first W-shaped slot positioned to interrupt the outer peripheral edge and to lie opposite to the first V-shaped slot to define a first extensible accordion link therebetween.

12. The unit of claim 11, wherein the hub mount associated with the at least one of the hubs is formed to include a second V-shaped slot positioned to interrupt the smooth surface and a second W-shaped slot positioned to interrupt the outer peripheral edge and to lie opposite to the second V-shaped slot to define a second extensible accordion link therebetween and in spaced-apart relation to the first extensible accordion link.

13. The unit of claim 1, wherein each hub mount ring includes a pair of extensible accordion links arranged to lie in spaced-apart relation to one another and to interrupt the inner edge in two spaced-apart places associated with the location of the extensible accordion links.

14. The unit of claim 13, wherein each hub mount ring includes a first C-shaped section providing a first portion of the inner edge and a second C-shaped section providing a second portion of the inner edge, each end of the second C-shaped section is coupled to one of the ends of the first C-shaped section by one of the first and second extensible accordion links to permit movement of the second C-shaped section relative to the first C-shaped section.

15. The unit of claim 14, wherein the retaining means includes peripherally spaced-apart radially outwardly extending hub teeth on each hub and a toothed peripheral segment of radially inwardly extending teeth on the inner edge located on the first C-shaped section to releasably engage hub teeth to retain the arched canopy frame in a fixed position relative to the seat.

16. The unit of claim 15, wherein the inner edge located on each second C-shaped section is provided with a smooth surface for movement over the hub teeth.

17. A juvenile seat unit comprising

18. The unit of claim 17, wherein the at least one base includes an outer peripheral edge, a V-shaped slot positioned to interrupt the smooth surface, and a W-shaped slot positioned to interrupt the outer peripheral edge and to lie opposite to the V-shaped slot.

19. The unit of claim 17, wherein each distal end includes side walls and flanges which cooperate to form a locking chamber configured to receive a locking tab of the base.

20. A juvenile seat unit comprising

21. The unit of claim 20, wherein each base includes an outer peripheral edge, a V-shaped slot positioned to interrupt the smooth surface, and a W-shaped slot positioned to interrupt the outer peripheral edge and to lie opposite to the V-shaped slot.

22. The unit of claim 20, wherein each distal end includes side walls and flanges which cooperate to form a locking chamber configured to receive a locking tab of the base.